Appropriate use of imaging can significantly improve care quality and reduce costs. RadWise, a CMS qualified Clinical Decision Support Mechanism (qCDSM), offers a single recommendation that is evidence-based and symptom-driven. Providers can consult a robust knowledge base, and receive appropriate use criteria (AUC) recommendations to ensure the most appropriate care and best possible outcomes for Veterans.

From patients and physicians to administrators, RadWise qCDSM provides patient-centered care founded on clinical research, to improve the ordering process and ensure the right test is ordered the first time.

RadWise integrates seamlessly with CPRS and your existing Clinical Workflow

RadWise Improves Accuracy: Evidence-based guidelines assist in determining proper order requests. With the ease of point-and-click documentation for patient symptoms, the performing provider receives detailed information about the appropriateness of the order, ensuring improved service and outcomes.

RadWise Increases Quality and Safety: Inappropriate or redundant tests can put Veterans at risk. RadWise protects them from unnecessary radiation exposure, while inspiring greater engagement and knowledge about their diagnostic choices.

RadWise Reduces Errors: Efficient communication provides better clinical details, and ensures the most appropriate procedures, for better clinical outcomes. RadWise technology improves and documents the entire patient encounter, and ensures appropriate diagnostic ordering.

RadWise Exclusive Access: With Sage Evidence-based Medicine & Practice Institute (SEMPI) qualified Provider Led Entity (qPLE) content, users gain access to reference hyperlinks, estimated radiation exposure and reported values, and rich diagnostic code and procedure data, with outcomes and findings analytics.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact DSS at 561-284-7000 or email sales@dssinc.com to arrange for a custom demonstration at your convenience.
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